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Aim of the workshop

The goal of this workshop is to bring together the global PDF analysis and lattice QCD communities to
explore ways to improve current PDF determinations. In particular, we plan to set precision goals for
lattice QCD calculations, so that these calculations, together with experimental input, can achieve more
reliable determinations of PDFs. In addition, we will discuss what impact such improved determinations
of PDFs will have on future new physics searches. Further information on the workshop is available on
its web site.
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Scientific program

The preliminary agenda of the workshop can be found on its indico web page. The workshop is organized
as follows. The first half day is devoted to introductory review talks. Their aim is to provide each
community with the framework and current state of the other. The second day is devoted to short
topical talks which are intended to stimulate discussions and ideas, to which the third day will be
completely dedicated. In the last day, questions from both communities and precision goals for lattice
QCD calculations of high-impact quantities will be discussed. A guiding list of such questions is presented
in Tab. 1 below.
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White Paper

The scientific outcome of the workshop will be collected in a joint-community white paper.
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Venue

The workshop will be hosted at Balliol College, Broad Street, OX1 3BJ, Oxford. The workshop takes
place in Lecture Room XXIII on Balliol main campus, see Fig. 1. Instructions on how to reach the college
are provided in Sec. 5. Balliol is a thriving academic community in the heart of Oxford. Founded in 1263,
it is one of Oxford’s oldest colleges and the oldest academic institution in the English-speaking world
still on its original site. It is one of the largest colleges within the University of Oxford, counting almost
70 Fellows, around 370 Undergraduate Students, about the same number of Graduate Students and 120
non-academic staff.
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Travel information

Oxford can be easily reached by rail, coach, air and car. Detailed information is provided on the workshop
web page. Balliol college in on walking distance from the Oxford Gloucester Green coach station (about
5 minutes), see Fig. 2, and the Oxford railway station (about 10 minutes), see Fig. 3. Gloucester Green
coach station is the terminus for the National Express services to/from Luton and Stansted airports, the
Airline services to/from Heathrow, Gatwick and Birmingham airports and the Oxford Tube/ X90 services
to/from London Victoria railway station. The Oxford railway station is served regularly from London
Paddington and Marylebone railway stations, see the National Rail web site for additional information.
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Accommodation and check-in details

Accommodation for three nights (starting from 22 March) is included in the workshop fee. Accommodation will be provided in single en-suite rooms in the Jowett Walk buildings (see Fig. 4), which are on
walking distance (about 10 minutes) from Balliol main campus, where the workshop activities will take
place. All rooms have telephones, wireless internet access, central heating and are comfortably furnished.
Toiletries, towels and bedding are also provided in all bedrooms and these rooms are serviced daily. Participants are required to pick up the keys of their rooms at the Porter’s Lodge on Broad Street (entrance
of the main campus, see Fig. 1). Check-in is from 2pm on Wednesday 22 March. Participants are kindly
invited to leave their pieces of luggage at the Porter’s Lodge, join the workshop activities, and reach
their rooms later. Should the participants arrive early in the morning on Wednesday 22 March, they are
advised to check with the Porter if their room is not in use the night before. If so, there is a good chance
that they will be able to go straight to their rooms. On the day of departure, rooms must be vacated
and keys returned to the Porter’s Lodge by 10am; again, luggage can be stored.
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Meals during the workshop

The workshop fee include breakfast on 23-24-25 March, lunch on 23-24 March and the workshop dinner
on 23 March. Breakfast and lunch are served in the Hall of the college (see Fig. 1) respectively from
8am to 9am and from 12.30 to 1.30pm. Vegetarian options are available. Please inform the organizers
about any additional dietary needs. The workshop dinner will be served in the Senior Common Room
starting from 7.30pm (see also Sec. 9). Mid-morning coffee and mid-afternoon tea with pastries/biscuits
will be provided regularly during the workshop. There will be light refreshments on 22 March at 1.30pm
served in front of Lecture Room XXIII. A list of restaurants, pubs, and coffee shops is available on the
Oxford City Guide. Dinner at King’s Arms, the oldest pub in Oxford built in 1607 and still standing in
its original position, or at The White Horse, a traditional historic bar in a listed building dating back
to the 16th century, are highly recommended. Both pubs are close to Balliol main campus. Alternative
dining options include several restaurants on George Street (Bella Italia, Jamie’s, Côte Brasserie) and
fast foods on Cornmarket’s Street (McDonald’s, Burger King, KFC), which are all close to Balliol college.
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WIFI

WIFI will be available all over Balliol main campus and Jowett Walk buildings via eduroam. Usernames
and passwords for the OWL guest network will be available too.
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Social program

There will be a drinking reception followed by a sit-down dinner on Thursday 23 March starting from
7pm. Dinner will be served in the Senior Common Room (see Fig. 1). Please make sure to inform the
workshop organizers of any dietary needs.
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City sightseeing

Information on recreational/touristic activities in Oxford and its surroundings is available on the Oxford
City Guide web page.
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Secretariat and inquiries

For all organizational questions please do not hesitate to contact the workshop organizers and/or Michelle
Bosher (Theoretical Physics secretariat) at michelle.bosher@physics.ox.ac.uk.
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This list serves only as a starting point. We welcome your contributions, insight, and feedback.
i)
ii)

What information from PDF fits is relevant to constrain/test/validate lattice calculations?
What PDF-related quantities we would like lattice QCD to compute?

1)

What PDF-related quantities can lattice QCD calculate and with what precision? What can we
say about light and heavy quarks?
What are the future prospects for lattice computations of higher moments and full Bjorken-x
dependence of PDFs?
Can the PDF community quantify the accuracy required for lattice calculations to have a direct
impact on PDF fits?
What are the sources of systematic error for lattice calculations? How can we be sure that these
systematic errors are fully under control?
What is the accuracy that can be expected from lattice calculations in the next 5 years? What
is the ultimate constraining power of lattice calculations on PDFs?
What are the prospects of lattice calculations relevant to the gluon content of the proton?
To what extent do available lattice results agree with the results of global PDF fits? Is there
a tension between PDF fits from fixed-target data, collider data and PDF calculations from the
lattice?

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Table 1: Draft version of topical questions
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Figure 1: A map of Balliol College main campus.
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Oxford (Bus Station), Oxford OX1 2AQ to Balliol...

https://www.google.co.uk/maps/dir/Oxford+(Bu...

Oxford (Bus Station), Oxford OX1 2AQ to
Balliol College, Oxford OX1 3BJ

Walk 0.2 mile, 5 min

Map data ©2017 Google

Oxford (Bus Station)

50 m

Use caution - may involve errors or sections not suited for walking

Oxford OX1 2AQ

1.

Walk north-east on Gloucester Green

2.

Turn right to stay on Gloucester Green

56 ft

89 ft

3.

Turn right to stay on Gloucester Green

4.

Turn right onto St George's Pl

187 ft

108 ft

5.

Turn left onto George St

6.

George St turns slightly right and becomes Broad St

0.1 mi

259 ft

5 min (0.2 mi)

Balliol College
Oxford OX1 3BJ

Figure 2: Walking path between Oxford Gloucester Green coach station and Balliol college.
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Figure 3: Walking path between Oxford railway station and Balliol college.
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Balliol College, Oxford OX1 3BJ to Jowett Buildi...
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Balliol College, Oxford OX1 3BJ to Jowett
Buildings, Jowett Walk, Oxford

Walk 0.4 mile, 7 min

Map data ©2017 Google
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Turn right onto Jowett Walk
Destination will be on the left
272 ft
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These directions are for planning purposes only. You may find that construction

Figure 4: Walking path between Balliol college main campus and Jowett Buildings.
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